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Every day I continue to receive several requests for Test Case Template. And I'm surprised that many testers still document test cases with Word documents or Excel files. Most of them prefer Excel worksheets because they can easily group test cases by test types, and most importantly, they can easily get test calculations with Excel formulas. But I am sure that as the volume of your tests continues to
increase, you will find it extremely difficult to manage. If you do not use any Test case management tool, then I would strongly recommend you to use an open source tool to manage and perform test cases. Test case formats can vary from one organization to another. But using a standard test case format to write test cases is one step closer to setting up a test process for the project. It also minimizes Ad-
hoc testing done without proper test case documentation. However, even if you are using standard templates, you need to set up test cases that write, review and approve, test execution and most importantly the review preparation process, etc using manual methods. Also, if you have a process to review the test cases of the business team, you must format these test cases in a template agreed by both
parties. Before proceeding to the test case writing process, we recommend that you download these testing case management tools. This will facilitate the test plan and test case writing process mentioned in this tutorial.#1) TestRail = &gt; Download TestRail Test Case Management Tool #2) TestMonitorTestMonitor - Top level online Test Management. Revolutionaryly easy. TestMonitor is an end-to-end
test management tool for each organization. A simple, intuitive approach to testing. Whether you're implementing enterprise software, needing QA, building a quality app, or just needing a helping hand in your test project, TestMonitor has you covered.=&gt; Visit TestMonitor websiteHere how to make this manual test management process a little easier using simple test templates. Note: I have listed the
maximum number of fields associated with a test case. However, it is recommended to use only the fields used by your team. Also, if you think a field used by your team is missing from this list, then feel free to add it to your custom template. Default field for a test case templateThere are certain standard fields to be considered during the preparation of a test case template. Several default fields in a test
case sample template are listed below. Test Case ID: Unique ID required for each test tilnui. Follow some conventions to specify the test types. For example, TC_UI_1 indicating user interface test case #1. Test priority (low/medium/high): This is very useful during test run. Test priority for business rules and functional test cases can be medium or higher, while smaller ui cases may be low priority. Test
priority should always be set by the reviewer. Module name: Mention the name of or submodule. Test designed by name name Tester.Test Designed Date: Date when it was written. Test performed after the name of the tester who performed this test. Refilled only after test run. Test run date: Date when the test was performed. Test title/name: Test case title. For example, confirm the login page with a valid
user name and password. Test summary/description: Describe the test target in short. Prerequisites: Any prerequisite that must be met before the execution of this test case. Specify all the prerequisites for performing this test case. Dependencies: Name any dependencies on the other test cases or test requirements. Test step: Enter all the test run steps in detail. Write test steps in the order in which they
are performed. Be sure to provide as many details as possible. Pro Tip: To effectively manage a test case with a smaller number of fields, use this field to describe the test conditions, test data, and user roles to run the test. Test data: Use test data as an input for this test case. You can specify different datasets with exact values to use as an input. Expected result: What should be the system output after
test run? Describe the expected result in detail, including the message/error to display on the screen. Post-conditioning: What should be the condition of the system after carrying out this test case? Actual result: The actual test result should be filled after test run. Describe the system behavior after test execution. Status (Passed/Error): If an actual result is not according to the expected result, mark this test
as unsuccessful. Otherwise, update the one that passed. Notes/Comments/Questions: If there are any special conditions for supporting the above fields, which cannot be described above, or if there are questions related to expected or actual results, mention them here. Add the following field if necessary:Defective ID/Link: If the test status failed, include the link to the error log or mention the error number.
Test Type/Keyword: This field can be used to classify the tests based on test types. For example, functional, ease of use, business rules, etc. Requirements: Requirements for which this test case is written. Preferably the exact section number for the requirement doc. Attachments/References: This field is useful for complex test scenarios to explain the test steps or expected results by using a Visio diagram
for reference. Specify the link or location of the actual path of the chart or document. Automation? (Yes/No): Whether this test case is automated or not. It is useful to track the automation status when test cases are automated. Using the above fields, I have prepared an example of test case template for your reference. Download Test Case Template With Example (Format #1)- Test case DOC filmal and -
Test case Excel filmalAlså, here you can reference a few more articles about writing effective test cases. Use this policy for to write and manage test cases effectively on the project. Example Test Cases: Tutorial #1: 180+ Example Test Cases for Web and Desktop ApplicationsA More Test Case Format (#2)Undoubtedly, test cases will vary depending on the functionality of the software for which it is
intended. But given below is a template that you can always use to document the test cases without caring what your program is doing. Sample test cases Based on the template above, below is an example that shows the concept in a much understandable way. Let's assume that you are testing the login functionality of any web application, says Facebook.Below is Test Cases for the same:= &gt;
Download the above Test case format with example dataTest Case Example for manual testingBelow provided is an example of a live project showing how all of the above tips and tricks are actually implemented. [Note: Click an image for an enlarged view] ConclusionPersonally, I prefer to use a test case management tool. You can start with an open source tool. It will be a good addition to your efforts to
set up the testing process, and in the meantime it will also save a lot of time instead of manually maintaining these documents. We have also seen test case templates and some examples using very good, quality documentation. I hope this article would have been helpful to you. We would like to know your thoughts, comments / suggestions on this article. PREV Training | NEXT tutorial When developing
software, one of the most important goals is to minimize the number of errors for the end product. Although most errors are usually removed during the alpha and beta phases of the software, it is important that you test it throughout the construction phase. The most effective way to do this is to get a tester who will run the whole program and reported something unusual back, but there's a lot more to it than
that. You must create a test case template first, by creating one you can give the tester multiple sequences of steps that will help him confirm whether the program is free of errors. Test case templates What is a test case? To get the best out of a product at the end of the production phase, make sure it is flawless. You can do that by hiring a tester and giving him a test case, but what is a test case exactly?
The easiest way to understand it is by using its dictionary meaning. A test case is a set of conditions or variables in which a tester will determine whether a system during the test meets the requirements or works correctly. When it's formulated like that, it's simple, isn't it? There is no need to worry, to make a test case or a template for it is nothing over complicated. For now, all you need to know is that
essentially this is a process where the tester comes into contact with a system and using preset conditions he tests the system and confirms the end result. You may have noticed that this sounds much as a scientific method, and we must say that it is quite similar in comparison. A test case, may ultimately be a scientific method not only to detect bugs, but to create a hypothesis about how to remove them.
Here are some examples of steps that a person can test:Confirm login functionality when entering valid username and passwordTest results when entering a valid username but invalid passwordCheck results when the user name field is populated by the password field is blankAs you can see, if you write a code for a website and you need to test some basic features of it as the login page, the first thing a
tester would do is check out whether the login features work. You may have noticed that these test axis samples are very specific, you will see in the following sections that a test case must be just like that. Some tests may end up being vague, but in most cases a tester has to check a certain thing. Examples of test case What does a test case template consist of? This will depend most times on the
software being tested and on the number of requirements that the tester will fill out, but in the end all test case templates are generally the same. If you are creating a template, make sure that it contains the following:Test Case IDTest ScenarioTest StepsTest DataResults ExpectedResults ReceivedConfirmationBefore you actually get into the details of each step and part of the template, you need to know
what a good test case should be about. When a tester comes into contact with the system you created, he should only resort to testing out certain parts of the system. To avoid confusion or wasted hours because you did not tell the tester exactly what to do, try to avoid vague goals. For a better perspective, avoid giving the tester vague goals like Test Login Functionality on the page, confirm that the
program meets its target mission and so on. Instead of that, try to tell him exactly what to do, as well as variants of it. Variants are important because they can help get rid of hidden bugs. An example would be to test a login page with both valid and invalid data. Now let's talk about the parts of a test case template. Test Case IDA test case ID is important because you will be able to document your results
with ease. Not only will you document it, you will also be able to avoid testing the same things over and over again. An ID can be marked the way you want, if you do multiple systems, you can start with the name with a short acronym of the program name or even with full name. If you do multiple tests, you can also set the target of the test in the name of the template. Naming it as XXLoginPage01, where
XX stands for acronym or full name of the software is a good example. The test scenario test scenario field contains all possible information about the testing. It contains no sequences or steps in the testing but it will contain a specific target that the tester should keep in mind. This field can contain information such as check admin logon page with valid data. To make it easier for the tester, always try to
keep this field as specific as possible. Do not try to add anything or anything unnecessary for the testing that may confuse the tester. Try to avoid idioms too so that the tester can do his job correctly. Test stepsS we have already told you in the previous field, a test scenario should only contain information about the testing and exclude any steps. But the next field you should have is the Test Step field. With
this site, you can tell the tester exactly what to do in steps and even add some prerequisites about the system. Always try to include a large number of steps that have specific goals. Do not type steps that have too many words and do not add comments in this field. Here's what a test step field should look like: Launch the softwarehead over to the detection areaSert data in all fieldsSubmitt data by clicking
registerSe? It is simple and simple and contains all the information needed in concise short steps. Depending on how complicated the goal is, you may need to give the tester a few more steps, but always keep them short and specific. Test dataTest data field is completely optional because it depends on the system the tester will use. If his goal requires additional information that he needs to enter to
complete his goal, you must have a field where you will place this information. If you follow our examples on our login page, if for a goal where the tester needs to test its functionality by placing the data and trying to log in, he needs that login information. If he is limited only to placing username and password data, he needs this information to meet his goal. Results ExpectedThis is the most important part
because this field will explain to the tester what results he should expect, given that the system is flawless. For example, if the tester tries to log into an account on the given software, the expected results may say that he should end up logging into his account. This can take a twist, maybe the tester gets invalid data for the login fields, so naturally he should have expected the site or software not to let him
log into his account. Make sure that the expected result field should also be accurate and that it contains everything that the software is intended to do in this step. Results receivedOn the tester meet all the test steps and insert all the test data, he should now get the results of his testing. The results can be both positive and negative, they can either confirm that the program is working properly, or that it
gives a completely different result. Although it is more preferable to have positive results, negative results will help you a lot by discovering that it actually an error hidden in the code. For example, if you click an image of a red button to convert the color to blue, the results are as expected if that's what the system should do. But if the color of the button remains the same, or if it changes to yellow, then there
is a problem to be solved. ConfirmationA confirmation field is very similar to the Received Results field. While the Results Received field will only consist of the tester saying that if he got the expected results, a confirmation field will only point out whether the testing was a success or an error. With this we are not talking about the actual testing process that fails or succeeds, we are talking about whether the
system has or has not met its intended goal. This field can only consist of the words pass or fail, but if you wish you can also ask the tester to write some comments about the process. You can also make the comment to another field, but it's all up to you. Test Case Documents Information to be included in the preparation of a test caseIn the previous part, we have explained exactly out of what a test case
template should consist of. We also mentioned what fields it has and what information these fields would include. Now we will mention some tips on preparing a test case, as well as other information that you should include. Test case should be specific and should not contain more than 15 stepsInclude any kind of evidence or attachmentAdd a description of what claim has been testedExplored in detail how
the system will be testedProvide actions and expected results, as well as inputs and outputsCreate to use active case languageA other important thing is that the test setup of the tester should be compatible with the site or application , this is extremely important when it comes to testing out games or software that is demanding. For example, perhaps the tester should test some parts of a demanding game,
in this case the setup of the tester should consist of a powerful PC that can handle it. If your PC isn't powerful enough for the game, it can interfere with the results of testing. Be sure to include the following info for the test setup:Version of the system that the tester usesOperating system required for the softwareHardware requirements of the softwareInclude the software itself and any data files
necessaryAdd prerequisites that other testsIt to do to write a good test case exampleAs far we have talked about what a test case actually is , what a test case consists of, and what information you should additionally give to the tester. Now you want a specific picture in mind before you start and write your own test case, but before you do, we recommend that you follow these tips: Make it simple and
transparentWhen you do a test example, make sure it's as simple as it can be. Never try to give the tester over complicated targets that may need more than 15 steps and make that it is clear and easy to understand. Failure to do so will make you end up with a tester who cannot perform the steps. Do not use unnecessary words and do not keep it informal, be sure to use confident language that is concise;
we have already placed examples of such steps in the previous sections. If you make it easy, a tester will be able to perform the software faster. Keep in mind that the end user alsoA test case template should not only be easy to understand, it should also have goals that ensure customers' needs. When setting out the target, make sure it is something important, something that the end user will get in touch
with and will certainly use. A sign-in page is a good example, if you're creating a website or internet forum that works around communities, make sure future users can sign up and log in. For a good test case template, you should always think about the end user. Avoid repeating the same testsWhen you have confirmed that the software created is flawless in a particular area, you should not give your testers
additional case tests for that site. Most of the time, you will avoid repeating the same test cases using a proper test ID. Create an ID for the test you created and even place it as a file name. Keep well documented and make sure that the goal of it is implicated in the name of the ID. This way you can save time by creating test case templates for other goals. Confirm all software requirementsAs difficult as it
is to create software, another difficult thing is to make sure that the created software is compatible with most systems. For example, if you've created the software and know that it can't work with operating systems older than Windows 7, you should include it in the test case template. Place every software requirement in the test sample you do so that the tester can execute its target faster and so that
testing is not disrupted by the wrong test system. By doing this you will get accurate results. Make the ID easy to identifyIf you're doing a test case for a goal that needs multiple steps and assumptions, make sure that all documents have IDs identified with ease. If you ask the tester to change the settings for his account on the system, he must be able to log into his account in the first place. By placing an ID
that can be easily identified, you can then search and correct the prerequisite by checking if the user can even log into their account. You can mention it in any way you want, just make sure you can know what it's all about later. Using testing techniquesTesting a system or program is difficult, not only that testing must be taken care of, you also need to think about all possible errors that may occur, as well
as the conditions that need to be done. Using a test technique, you can get some test cases that have the greatest ability to find software failures. Equivalence partition. This will partition the site into groups that have similar behaviorsEror guessing technique. This method will guess the most likely error that can occur during testing, it depends on the experience of testerBoundary Value Analysis. This
technique will help you define limit testing for a specified range of valuesMake it repeatableOn that the tester has ensured that the target is completed and that the software is working properly, you should make sure that the same test can be repeated several times and that you get the same results. By making sure you always get the same results, you want to make sure the software works. To do this, you
can get multiple testers to work with the same objective, you can even ask them to test it with both correct and incorrect data. By doing this, the program will always work no matter who uses it. Get test case design reviewedThis is especially important if you are just a beginner when it comes to writing a test case template, but know that this is important no matter how much experience you have. Getting the
templates reviewed by your colleagues will help you get a template that is easily understood and works as intended. Your colleagues can also help you detect any flaws in your design or something you may have left out. So before you send the sample sample to your tester, make sure to get it reviewed by colleagues and friends. Samples Should you use software to manage your test cases? Test case
management tools are important for those inexperienced as they help you both maintain and manage test case examples. Some of the notable parts of these tools are the following: They help you document current test casesYou can perform current test cases and record the results immediatelyDefect tracking is automated as the failed tests are immediately recorded in the bug tracker, the software can
even notify the developer of thisProtecte test cases from being lost or destroyedEven if it is not absolutely necessary for you to purchase or use a free software to keep your test cases automatically and managed , it can really help those who are inexperienced or those who create many cases. If you don't want to waste money buying these test case handlers, you can always try to do it all alone and see if
you're ready for the task. Conclusion Finding a properly designed test case template can be useful for both you, the developer and the customers who will end up using the product you created. By bringing the testing phase to the end, you also end the code phase of the product that marks the beginning of selling the software or license it. We hope that we helped you with this guide, now you can finally
create a test example that is easy for both you and your tester to use. Keep in mind that the management software we mentioned, if you have problems in the future, consider using Tools. Tools.
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